TUMQCD summer school
“Effective field theories and lattice gauge theory”

http://einrichtungen.ph.tum.de/T30f/tumqcd/events.html

- Preliminary: 26.6. – 7.7.2017, Munich, Campus Garching

- ~40 PHD students
- Lectures + student talks + hands-on practice
  - Heavy quark systems (NRQCD, pNRQCD,...)
  - Light quark systems (many variants of CHPT)
  - Thermal field theory (HTL, EQCD, etc.)
LATTICE 2018

July 22-28, 2018

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN, USA

Until the official site is ready, find us at https://www.facebook.com/Lattice2018/
Local Organizing Committee
(representatives from all the lattice groups in Spain)

➢ Vicente Azcoiti (Univ. of Zaragoza)
➢ Isabel Campos (IFT CSIC)
➢ Michele Della Morte (IFIC-CSIC,CP3-Origins)
➢ Eduardo Follana (Univ. of Zaragoza)
➢ Elvira Gámiz (Univ. of Granada/CAFPE, Chair)
➢ Margarita García (IFT UAM-CSIC)
➢ Antonio González–Arroyo (IFT UAM-CSIC, co-Chair)
➢ Gregorio Herdoiza (IFT UAM-CSIC)
➢ Pilar Hernández (Univ. of Valencia)
➢ Federico Mescia (Univ. of Barcelona)
➢ Assumpta Parreño (Univ. of Barcelona)
➢ Carlos Pena (IFT UAM-CSIC)
➢ José Rodríguez–Quintero (Univ. of Huelva/CAFPE)
Why Granada?

- UNESCO heritage sites: Alhambra, Generalife and Albaicín.
- University of Granada: funded in 1531, ~65,000 students (largest number of ERASMUS students in Spain)
- Multicultural spot.
Venue: Conference and Exhibition Center
(Palacio de Congresos de Granada)
Venue: Conference and Exhibition Center
(Palacio de Congresos de Granada)

- Over 45,000 m² in the heart of the city.
- Equipped with state-of-the-art technology.
- 2 auditoriums, 22 multi-functional rooms, 4,000 m² for posters and exhibitions.
- Fully qualified to organise conferences of up to 2000 attendees.
In the heart of the city!
Web page: www.lattice2017.es
Our Logo: the “Anomalous L”

Escher described his journey to the Alhambra as:
“the richest source of inspiration I have ever tapped”
Social Events

- **Private Alhambra Night visit (included in the registration fee):**

  **Monday 20:00–22:00**

Alhambra closes for tourist at 20:00

From 20:00 → 22:00 is all ours!

Buses will transport people from the exhibition center to the Alhambra.

A Guided Tour takes place
Venue: Conference and Exhibition Center
ROOF-TOP
WELCOME RECEPTION: “LA NUBE”
★ Monumental Granada: Albaicín, Sacromonte quarter, Cathedral...
Social Events: Excursions

★ Visit to Guadix: Famous for its cave houses.

★ Federico García Lorca tour: Enter the universe of the great poet from Granada

★ Tapas tours
Many experiences to try

Flamenco (dance, guitar playing, singing), arab baths, tea shops ...
Less than one hour from the city
Granada is a lively city with a large cultural, musical (flamenco, latin, jazz ...) and gastronomical offer.

Week after conference: International Festival of Classical Music and Dance.
Looking forward to welcome you all!